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MATHEMATICS

ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS: WRITING, COMPOSITION, & GRAMMAR

ENGLISH/LANGUAGE ARTS: READING & LITERATURE

SOCIAL STUDIES

By the end of Fourth Grade,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

Multiply multi-digit numbers and divide long division with

a single-digit divisor

Add and subtract fractions with a common denominator,

and develop an understanding of fractions 

Understand and compare properties of 2-dimensional

shapes to solve problems involving symmetry

Use arithmetic to solve simple expressions and equations

Apply basic computation skills in more complex word

problems and story problems and as part of their States

Fair research project 

Use models and manipulatives to explain and represent:

place value, multiplication and division, fractions, and

geometry

Apply logic and deductive reasoning to word problems

Identify the major elements of a story (theme, characters,

setting, plot, conflict, resolution)

Identify different genres of literature (historical fiction,

realistic fiction, fantasy, poetry, science fiction, mystery,

traditional literature, biography/memoirs, informational)

Read and comprehend grade-level literature

Recognize and identify types of figurative language

Participate in literature circles for the reading of at

least one novel

Read together in small groups and discuss the novel

within the group and with the teacher. 

Produce iMovie book reviews. Students will use photos

from the book and/or the internet to create a video and

give a persuasive summary of the book

Identify and use the major parts of speech (noun, verb,

adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunction)

Write complete, organized paragraphs

Spell grade-level words correctly

Use writing journals throughout the year

Use descriptive language in their writings (use imagery

and grade-level vocabulary)

Add at least 4 special pieces to their writing portfolio and

share those writings with family

Identify and describe the regions of the United States

(Northeast, Southeast, Midwest, West, Southwest)

Perform internet and book research using reliable,

teacher-recommended websites and books to research

their assigned state for States Fair

Name and describe the three branches of the United

States government (executive, legislative, judicial)

Participate in States Fair presentations, including giving

a speech, and explaining their backboard for the state

Learn about early immigrants to the United States by

acting as an immigrant from a specific country

Bring select items to “carry on the ship to America” and

present those items to the class, explaining why they

chose those things



SCIENCE

Recall (sequentially) the stories of the people of God and
the major/recurring themes
Reflect on significant character themes (forgiveness,
honesty, loyalty, kindness, etc.) as they are presented in the
Old Testament stories, and as they apply in their own lives
Appreciate the faithful-forgetful-repentant pattern of the
Israelites and realize the same tendencies in themselves

Learn to commit to memory the Ten Commandments

Begin to compare/contrast the ancient Middle Eastern way

of life with their own twenty-first century Western ways

Experience the Psalms as poetry and prayers of praise and

lament, and will collaborate on the authorship of a class

psalm

SPANISH

By the end of Fourth Grade,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

RELIGION

CYBER SKILLS & CITIZENSHIP

Investigate and analyze the human skeletal system,

naming and labeling bones and joints

Observe and explore properties of water in liquid, solid,

and gaseous states

Discover magnetic properties and forces; understand

simple circuits and electricity

Use scientific thinking processes to conduct investigations

and build explanations

Work collaboratively in lab groups

Demonstrate safety practices in a lab environment

Use and construct models to represent ideas and

explanations

Identify classroom items and areas in the school and

write short sentences using the verb TENER (to have)

Discuss and write short sentences about animals and

their habitats using adjectives and the verb SER (to be)

Use the verb IR (to go) to discuss and write short

sentences about going to different places in the city

Create unit-related slideshows (e.g. the city, animal

habitats, etc.) to present to the class

Learn about the Spanish speaking countries, their

locations, traditions, and foods

Learn by playing authentic games and acting out

conversations, skits, poems, and plays

Conduct independent online research by correctly selecting,
evaluating, retrieving, and citing content
Use an external QWERTY keyboard to gain keyboarding
proficiency at the national benchmark speed and accuracy
percentages of 90% accuracy and 20 WPM
Organize, store, retrieve, and edit files in the cloud

Understand what information should be kept private and what
can be shared online
Understand the concept of “public and permanent,” that nothing
is ever truly deleted
Understand and practice being a “Digital Upstander,” being kind
and respectful online while also standing up to cyberbullying
Understand the importance of giving credit to others and
correctly citing research sources from the web



MUSIC

Learn about various styles and art movements, such as

Surrealism

Create a mix of projects based on representations of

famous artists and personal imagery

Use the elements of art and principles of design to discuss

their work and the work of others

Field Trips to EDS Flowing Wells Campus for Experiential Learning

Opening Convocation

Morning Flag Duty Assignments

Panther Pals

Acolyte in Weekly Chapel Service

St. Cecilia and Chapel Choir

All-School Christmas Sing Along

Episcopal Schools Week All-School Chapel

School Wide GISA Spelling Bee

Lower School Olympic Day

Kids Heart Challenge

4th Grade States Fair

All-School Grandparents & Grandfriends Day

After School Enrichments Showcase

End of the Year Portfolio Celebration

Closing Convocation

By the end of Fourth Grade,
students will be able to:

In addition, students will:

ART

EXPERIENCES & PERFORMANCES

Play familiar songs on the recorder and improvise simple

patterns and melodies 

Generalize from previous experiences to independently

identify the tonality and meter of songs in major, minor,

duple, and triple

Read and write patterns using standard music notation in

various tonalities and meters

Perform a song at States Fair that reinforces their knowledge

of the names of states

Sing, play, listen, and dance to music of various styles, genres,

tonalities, and meters; focusing on folk music from around

the world and its cultural significance and origins

Experience playing harmonies in small “recorder ensembles”

Sing in a variety of languages

Identify a large variety of artists and the movements/styles

associated with their artwork

Experiment in every media at least once (crayon, marker,

colored pencils, oil pastels, chalk pastel, watercolors,

acrylics, etc.)

Incorporate a variety of forms/3D shapes into their

everyday drawings


